Mechanistic insights into the development of optical chloride sensors based on the [9]mercuracarborand-3 ionophore.
Fluorescent sensing microspheres based on perhaps the most selective and practically useful chloride ionophore known, the recently reported [9]mercuracarborand-3 (MC-3), have been prepared and optimized for physiological measurements. In initial work, this ionophore was shown to yield functional optical sensing films in combination with an electrically neutral chromoionophore, ETH 5418. Unfortunately, however, these optodes suffered from unacceptably high levels of sodium interference under physiological conditions. To better understand the sensing mechanism, optical and potentiometric binding experiments were used to characterize the stoichiometry and the complex formation constants for this ionophore. It was found that the preferred stoichiometry is 1:2, rather than 1:1 as assumed earlier. The 1:2 complex is extremely stable (logbeta2 = 13.4), but a relatively strong 1:1 complex also exists (log K1 = 9.9). These characteristics were used to fabricate chloride optodes that make use of the stepwise ion-ionophore decomplexation equilibrium, by adding a calculated amount of lipophilic anion exchanger to the polymer film. Such optodes showed dramatically reduced sodium interference while maintaining the excellent selectivity of the traditional formulation. The optimized composition also shifted the measuring range to physiological conditions, making them useful for the assessment of chloride in undiluted and 10-fold-diluted blood at pH 7.4. After necessary alterations of the particle preparation procedure and sensor formulation, the new insights were used to fabricate mass-produced optical sensing microspheres with characteristics essentially identical to those of the optode sensing films.